Fault surfaces are often represented by triangle or quad meshes, which are more complex than the arrays used to represent seismic images, and are more complex than necessary for subsequent processing tasks, such as that of automatically estimating fault slip vectors. To facilitate image processing for faults, we propose a simpler linked data structure in which each sample of a fault corresponds to exactly one image sample. We also propose a method, using this linked data structure, to extract complete and intersecting fault surfaces without holes. We use the same structure in subsequent processing to estimate fault slip vectors, and to assess the accuracy of estimated slips by unfaulting the seismic images.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic interpretation of faults from a seismic image often includes three parts: (1) Fault images are first computed using attributes such as semblance (Marfurt et al., 1998) , coherency (Marfurt et al., 1999) , variance (Van Bemmel and Pepper, 2000; Randen et al., 2001) , and fault likelihood (Hale, 2013b) . (2) Then fault surfaces are extracted from these computed fault images using various methods (e.g., Pedersen et al., 2002 Pedersen et al., , 2003 Gibson et al., 2005; Hale, 2013b) . (3) From extracted fault surfaces, fault slips are estimated by correlating seismic horizons (Admasu, 2008) or reflectors (Hale, 2013b) on opposite sides of fault surfaces. Although various methods have been proposed for the three parts, the problem of extracting intersecting faults, like those shown in Figure 1 , is not well addressed. In addition, extracted fault surfaces are often represented by triangle or quad meshes, which are often more complex than necessary for subsequent processing.
In this paper, we first compute images of fault likelihood, strike and dip, and then represent these three images, all at once, by fault samples as shown in Figure 1a . Each fault sample corresponds to one and only one seismic image sample, and is displayed as a small square colored by fault likelihood and oriented by strike and dip. We then propose a method to link these oriented fault samples to construct complete fault surfaces without holes, as shown in Figure 1b . These surfaces are actually linked lists of the fault samples in Figure 1a ; they appear as opaque surfaces because fault samples are represented with larger and overlapping squares in Figure 1b . With complete surfaces without holes, we are able to accurately estimate fault slips, and then correctly undo faulting in a seismic image to correlate seismic reflectors across faults.
FAULT IMAGES
To illustrate our 3D seismic image processing for (1) computing fault samples, (2) linking fault samples to form fault surfaces, and (3) estimating fault dip slip vectors for unfaulting, we created a synthetic 3D seismic image containing two inter- . Each sample corresponds to exactly one seismic image sample, and is displayed as a square that is colored by fault likelihood and oriented by fault strike and dip.
secting normal faults F-A and F-B, a reverse fault F-C, and a smaller normal fault F-D, as shown in Figure 2a .
From a 3D seismic image (Figures 2a), we use Hale's (2013b) method to scan the image over a range of possible combinations of strike and dip to find the one orientation that maximizes fault likelihood, for each image sample. The maximum fault likelihood for image sample is recorded in the fault likelihood image as shown in Figure 2b , and the strike and dip angles that yield the maximum likelihood are also recorded in fault strike and dip images, which are not shown in this paper. Figure 3b . Links built among nearby fault samples form three sets of linked samples (b) which represent three fault surfaces (or patches). Near the intersection of faults F-A and F-B, fault F-A is separated into two independent patches, and fault F-B has a hole. New fault samples (colored by yellow and blue) are created to merge the fault patches and fill the hole to construct more complete intersecting fault surfaces (c).
As discussed by Hale (2013b) , one significant limitation of this scanning method is in dealing with intersecting faults. Because only a single fault likelihood value and its corresponding strike and dip are recorded for each image sample, this method implicitly assumes that each image sample can be associated with only one fault. This assumption is not valid for samples where multiple faults intersect. For example, in the intersection area highlighted in the fault likelihood image before ( Figure 2b ) and after ( Figure 3a ) thinning, fault likelihoods for only fault F-B have been recorded. Fault likelihoods of fault F-A might also be high near this intersection, but have been discarded together with corresponding strikes and dips, only because they were smaller than the fault likelihoods computed for fault F-B. Therefore, fault surfaces directly extracted from such fault images often have holes near intersections. We describe below a method to fill holes when constructing fault surfaces.
FAULT SURFACES
The thinned fault likelihood image with mostly null values, as shown in Figure 3a , can be represented as fault samples as shown in Figure 3b , and more clearly in Figure 4a . Each fault sample corresponds to a seismic image sample, and is displayed as a square that is colored by fault likelihood and oriented by fault strike and dip. Therefore, each fault sample contains the three attributes of fault likelihood, strike and dip.
Linking fault sample neighbors
Beginning with a seed sample that has sufficiently high fault likelihood, we grow a fault surface by linking nearby fault samples with similar fault likelihoods, strikes and dips. Recall that each fault sample corresponds to exactly one sample of the seismic image. This means that we can use the image sampling grid to efficiently search for neighbor samples that should be linked. In a 3D sampling grid, each fault sample has 26 adjacent grid points in a 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 cube centered at that sample, and from these adjacent grid points, we search for up to four neighbor fault samples, above and below (in fault dip directions), left and right (in fault strike directions).
To find a neighbor above, we need only consider the upper 9 adjacent points in the 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 cube of grid points. Among these 9 grid points, we search for a fault sample that lies nearest to the line defined by the center fault sample and its dip vector. Similarly, we search for a neighbor below among the lower 9 adjacent grid points. To find a neighbor right and left, we need only search in the 8 adjacent grid points with the same depth as the center fault sample. The right neighbor is the one located in the strike direction and nearest to the line defined by the center fault sample and its strike vector. The left neighbor is the one in the opposite direction and closest to the same line.
This searching is repeated until no more neighbors can be found to obtain a linked list of fault samples. Then a new seed with sufficiently high fault likelihood is chosen from unlinked samples for growing a new fault surface. This process ends when no remaining unlinked fault samples have sufficiently high fault likelihood. We discard surfaces with small numbers of linked samples and keep only those with significant sizes. For example, in Figure 4b , we have kept only the three largest surfaces constructed from the fault samples in Figure 4a .
As shown in Figure 4b , each sample in a fault surface is linked to up to four neighbors. However, some neighbors may be missing in areas where the seismic image is noisy or where faults intersect as shown in Figure 4a . These missing fault samples can cause holes within a fault surface, like the fault F-B in Figure 4b , and can yield gaps which separate a fault surface into independent patches, like those of fault F-A in Figure 4b . To fill in these holes and gaps to construct more complete fault surfaces, we must interpolate missing fault samples.
Interpolating missing neighbors
During the processing discussed above for linking neighbors to a fault sample, if any of the neighbors above, below, left or right are missing, we try to create them. We do not first construct fault surfaces or patches with holes (missing neighbors) as shown in Figure 4b , and then fill holes in each of the constructed fault surfaces or patches, because in this way we cannot merge fault patches to form more complete fault surfaces.
Instead, we check for missing neighbors and create them as we grow fault surfaces, and thereby directly obtain complete fault surfaces without holes as shown in Figure 4c .
To create neighbors that are missing for a fault sample, we must create adjacent fault samples in a 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 cube centered at that sample, and then determine whether any of them could be the missing neighbors. To create fault samples within a 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ 3 cube, we first construct images of fault likelihood, strike and dip in a slightly larger cube; for example we use a 5⇥5⇥5 cube in this paper. To construct a such a small fault likelihood image centered at the fault sample with missing neighbors, we first search nearby in a 31 ⇥ 31 ⇥ 31 cube to find N samples that have fault attributes similar to those for the center sample.
We then construct a 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 fault likelihood image by accumulating weighted anisotropic Gaussian functions generated from the N samples:
where f (x i ) denotes a fault likelihood value computed for the i-th grid point in the 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cube, and x i denotes the position of that grid point. Here, f (x k ) denotes the known fault likelihood of the k-th nearby fault sample, and g(x) is an anisotropic Gaussian function: 
Here, the unit column vectors u k and v k are the dip and strike vectors of the k-th nearby fault sample, respectively. The vector w k = u k ⇥ v k is normal to the plane of the k-th fault sample, and s u , s v , and s w are specified half-widths of the Gaussian function in the dip (u), strike (v) and normal (w) directions, respectively. The matrix R rotates the anisotropic Gaussian to be aligned with the vectors u k , v k and w k . We set s w = 1 and s u = s v = 15 samples, so that the Gaussian to be accumulated extends primarily in the fault strike and dip directions.
When accumulating anisotropic Gaussian functions for the ith sample in the 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cube, we also accumulate weighted outer products of normal vectors for that sample:
We then apply eigen-decomposition to the 3 ⇥ 3 matrix D(x i ), and choose the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue to be the normal vector w i for the i-th sample in the 5 ⇥ 5 ⇥ 5 cube. From the normal vector w i , we then compute strike and dip angles for this i-th sample.
From the three constructed fault images centered at a fault sample with missing neighbors, we then create fault samples adjacent to that fault sample, and search for missing neighbors among these new fault samples. Using both newly created and original fault samples, we are able to construct intersecting fault surfaces without holes, as shown in Figure 4c . Figure 5a shows four fault surfaces extracted from the 3D seismic image by using the method discussed above. These surfaces are really just linked lists of fault samples shown in Figure 4c ; they appear as opaque surfaces, as shown in Figure 5b , because we represent fault samples using larger and overlapping squares. Figure 5: Links are built among consistent fault samples (Figure 3b) , and each set of linked fault samples in (a) represents a fault surface that appears opaque in (b), where fault samples are displayed as larger overlapping squares. 
FAULT DIP SLIPS
Fault dip slip is a vector representing displacement, in the dip direction, of the hanging wall side of a fault surface relative to the footwall side. To estimate dip slip, we first estimate its vertical component called fault throw. Knowing the fault throw and fault surface with linked samples, as in Figure 4c , we can then walk up or down the fault in the dip direction to compute the two corresponding horizontal components of dip slip.
Similar to Hale (2013b) , we use the dynamic image warping method (Hale, 2013a) to estimate fault throws by correlating seismic reflectors on opposite sides of a fault surface. Different from Hale's (2013b) method that represents a fault surface as a quad mesh, we represent a fault surface using the simpler linked data structure as shown in Figure 4c ; this structure facilitates gathering seismic amplitudes on opposite sides of a fault for dynamic warping.
It is advantageous that the fault surfaces represented in Figure 4c do not have holes. Holes in fault surfaces like those shown in Figure 4b make it difficult to access seismic amplitudes alongside a fault for dynamic warping. Holes also make it difficult for the dynamic warping method to enforce the constraints that fault throws vary smoothly. For these reasons, fault throws estimated using fault surfaces, like those shown in Figure 4c , are more accurate than those for fault surfaces with holes, like those shown in Figure 4b . As shown in Figure 6a , estimated fault throws for fault F-C are negative because this fault is a reverse fault. Estimated fault throws for faults F-A, F-B, and F-C generally increase in magnitude with depth, while throws for fault F-D first increase, then decrease with depth. With fault throw, the vertical component of dip slip estimated for each sample on a fault surface, we can use the links within the fault surface to walk upward or downward in fault dip directions, to determine the horizontal inline and crossline components of slip for that sample. The dip slip vectors estimated in this way are used in Wu et al. (2015) to obtain an unfaulted image shown in Figure 6b . This unfaulted image illustrates that estimated fault slips are accurate because seismic reflectors are aligned across all the faults.
A REAL IMAGE EXAMPLE
From a real seismic image shown in Figure 7a (and in the smaller subset shown in Figure 1 ), (1) we first compute fault samples, which are displayed as squares oriented by strikes and dips, and colored by fault likelihood in the right-upper panel of Figure 7a . As each fault sample corresponds to a seismic image sample, the same fault samples can be displayed as a fault likelihood image overlaid with the seismic image slices shown in Figure 7a . (2) We then link the oriented fault samples to form fault surfaces, displayed in Figure 7b . Compared to the three image slices in Figure 7a , some fault samples are removed when constructing surfaces, because they cannot be linked to form surfaces with significant sizes. Also, new fault samples are created to fill holes that occur where faults intersect. (3) We further use these fault surfaces to estimate fault dip slips, and display fault throws (vertical component of slips) in Figure 7 . After estimating fault slips, the number of fault surfaces is reduced, because we keep only fault surfaces for which dip slips are significant. The estimated fault dip slip vectors are then used to undo faulting in the seismic image, so that reflectors are aligned across faults, as shown in Figure 7d .
CONCLUSION
We propose to represent fault surfaces by linked lists of fault samples, each of which corresponds to one and only one seismic image sample. Therefore, the processing for faults discussed in this paper is mostly just image or array processing. We also propose a method that uses this simple data structure to construct complete and intersecting fault surfaces without holes. With complete fault surfaces, we can accurately estimate fault dip slips, and then undo faulting in a seismic image.
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